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� Introduction

The dimensioning of nowadays public cellular communication networks is based
rather on rough estimates than on accurate analytical models of the applied pro�
tocols and the expected user behavior� Especially the models for the performance
analysis of call handling mechanisms are not very accurate and lead to a ine�cient
system con	guration� It is expected that the use of e�cient call handling mecha�
nisms can enhance the e�ciency of cellular mobile networks� Apart from this� the
application of more detailed tra�c models shows that the actual load is considerably
higher than estimated by the usual tra�c models� Thus� the real performance of
common systems is lower and a larger e�ciency requires better call handling mech�
anisms�

The characteristic of cellular mobile communication systems is the partitioning of
its service area into radio cells� cf� Figure �� A cell is de	ned as the supplying area
of a transmitter� and its boundary is given by the attenuation of the radio signal
due to the wave propagation laws� The cellular concept achieves a larger system

handoverbase station

fresh call cells

transport network

radio network

Figure �� Cellular mobile communication network

capacity by the reuse of the same frequencies in several cells� which are separated
in space� This permits the transmission of more than one call on the same physical
channel at the same time� The drawback� however� of the cellular concept is the
increased system complexity� The system must be able to handle 
handover� events�
on�going calls which move across cell boundaries have to be transfered into the ad�
jacent cell without interruption� The event of a new call in a cell� either originating
or terminating at the mobile unit� is called a 
fresh call��

Call handling mechanisms have to perform two tasks� First� they have to manage
reliably the admission of fresh calls and handovers to a cell� Second� call handling
mechanisms have to ensure that the system operates at high tra�c load� i�e�� a good
handling mechanism has to admit as many calls as possible� However� the disadvan�
tage of running a system close to its limits is the higher vulnerability to a service





increase in a very short time scale� e�g� mass calling� Such systems degrade quickly
in overload situations� In order to use e�cient call handling mechanisms in cellular
networks� the con	guration of them has to be done very careful and accurate�

The performance of call handling mechanisms in cellular mobile networks depends
mainly on three factors� �i� First� the performance is in�uenced by the capability
of the system architecture� e�g�� by the complexity of the handover protocol and by
the performance of the involved transport network elements� cf� Figure �� �ii� In the
second place� it is a�ected by the behavior of the customers within the service area�
In order to get a good insight into the performance of the system� we should take
into account the distribution of interarrival times and service times� the so�called

tra�c mix�� � i�e� the fraction of call requests being handover and fresh calls� re�
spectively�� the user mobility� etc� �iii� And third� the performance depends on the
actual con	guration of the network� Loosely speaking� if the architecture has been
determined� the parameters of the system have to be chosen� e�g� the proper dimen�
sioning of the number of channels available in a cell� Furthermore� the strength of
the in�uence of these factors depends not only on their direct e�ect� The factors
interact and amplify each other� e�g� the service availability will increase the service
demand� Therefore� an e�cient network design has to address the factors not in an
isolated� but in a comprehensive way�

The contribution of this paper is that it integrates the three aspects mentioned above�
We will �i� study two handling mechanisms� 
guard channel� and 
handover retry��
that prioritize handovers� in order to enhance the system performance� However�
as opposed to earlier studies on this subject� we use in our analysis a �ii� customer
behavior model that enables blocked calls to redial� which is for that reason more
realistic� We show how to evaluate the Quality of Service �QoS�� under these han�
dling mechanisms and user model� Being able to calculate this QoS� we can choose
�iii� the con	guration� e�g�� the number of channels� the number of guard channels�
and the parameters of the handover retry procedure� In this text we denote the
user initiated repeated attempts to occupy a channel as 
redialing� and the system
triggered attempts as 
retrying��

The organization of the paper is as follows� We 	rst give in Section  a short in�
troduction to call handling mechanism of cellular mobile systems� and introduce
the schemes that are analyzed in this paper� Section � is devoted to the tra�c
model that we will use throughout this paper� Section � is about cell con	guration
procedures� we explain how this is usually done in cellular mobile networks� Then
we argue that this procedure has some de	ciencies� Section � treats the analysis
of our proposal for an advanced call handling mechanism� and shows the e�ciency
of the suggested mechanisms under our user model� We give some guidelines for
selection of the parameters for the new handover mechanism� The last section gives
conclusions and remarks�
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� Call handling mechanisms

��� Conventional handover mechanisms

In most cellular networks handover events are managed in the following way� the
base station and the mobile unit measures regularly the radio signal strength and
the mobile unit transmits its measurements to the base station� If the base station
detects a decrease in radio signal under a minimal secure level durge� cf� Figure �
it initiates a handover request� Usually this type of call transfer is denoted by the
term 
rescue handover�� The base station informs the base station controller about
the request� which than veri	es if it is possible to transfer the call into a new cell�
Therefore� the controller checks whether there is a free channel available in the
new cell� or not� Usually the base station controller does not distinguish between
channel requests for fresh calls or handovers� If a handover request can be satis	ed�
the controller informs the mobile unit to switch to the new cell� If no channel is
free� the call is interrupted and is lost�

The drawback of this handover procedure is the fact that the handover requests
content for the same channels which are used for fresh calls� cf� Figure �� Thus�
the reliability of this mechanism depends on the load of the new cell� Moreover�
since handovers are more valuable than fresh calls� cf� Section ���� a lost handover
decreases the quality of service of the cellular system much stronger than a blocked
fresh call�

��� Advanced handover procedures

The objective of advanced handover procedures is to ensure on the one hand a high
tra�c load of the cellular system� while one the other hand maintaining a certain
quality of service� Therefore we give in this subsection 	rst a de	nition what we
consider as the quality of service in regard to call handling and call admission and
present then two advanced call handling mechanisms which are expected to meet
these objectives�
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����� Quality of service

In cellular mobile networks� the Quality of Service �QoS� comprises the speech qual�
ity as well as the availability of the service within the supplying area� Both factors
are mainly determined by the quality of the radio transmission� However� due to
the increased tra�c in mobile communication networks� the second factor depends
more and more on availability of free channels and thus on the proper teletra�c
con	guration of the system�

From the teletra�c point of view the Quality of Service is determined by the prob�
ability of the two events which occur due to the occupancy of all available channels�

a� the fresh call blocking probability PBF and�

b� the handover dropping probability PBH�

Since there is a tradeo� between these two performance measures and the con	gu�
ration parameter� an overall cost function C can be de	ned as the weighted sum of
the blocking probabilities�

C � �PBF � ��� ��PBH� ���

where � � ��� ��� The value of � indicates the priority of handovers relative to fresh
calls� This performance measure was 	rst used by Chang et al� �������

One aspect of the cost function measure de	ned in equation ��� is to focus on blocked
handovers� For a subscriber an interrupted call is much more fretful� than a blocked
fresh call� Thus� the handover blocking probability should stay one magnitude below
the value of the fresh call blocking probability� which is typically in the order of one
percent� To equally include the two probabilities into one cost function� we therefore
chose � � �

��
throughout our study� such that ����� �� � �

��
�

����� Guard channels

The dependency of the handover procedure on the tra�c load of the cell can be re�
duced by applying channel allocation mechanisms which favor handovers in overload
situations� An e�ective mechanism is the use of guard channels� Guard channels
are established only when the number of free channels is equal to or less than a
prede	ned threshold g� cf� Figure �� In this case� fresh calls are rejected and only
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Figure �� Guard channels for handover request
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handover request are served by the cell until all channels are occupied� As soon as
the number of unused channels exceeds the threshold� the cell starts again accepting
fresh calls�

The guard channel mechanism reduces directly the probability of dropping a han�
dover� Since the guard channel can only be used by handovers� their occupancy
depends only on the number of handover requests� However� the reservation of
channels for handovers restricts fresh calls from being served and increases their
blocking rate�

����� Handover retry

Handover retry is an other promising mechanism to decrease the blocking probabil�
ity of handovers� Once a handover has failed� the request enters a retry group� where
it attempts a number of retrials before the handover is de	nitively lost� cf� Figure ��
In a real implementation� the number of handovers in the retry group should be lim�
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Figure �� Handover retry mechanism

ited� If many handovers are waiting in the retry group� it is not very probable that
a new handover can be served within the time limit a handover can be postponed�

So far the handover retry mechanism has not been implemented in nowadays net�
works� However upcoming generations of cellular systems will have two technical
features which are using this mechanism� The 	rst feature is the so called 
two�level
handover�� A handover is triggered already when the strength of radio signal falls
below a 	rst threshold lretry� even if the signal strength is still su�cient for radio
transmission� The urgent handover must be committed� if the radio signal falls un�
der a second threshold lurge� cf� Figure � The time� a moving mobile unit needs
to cover the distance between the threshold points� can be used for processing the
request�
The second technical feature is the 
call re�establishment�� In a radio mobile en�
vironment� a call can be always interrupted because of suddenly severe loss of the
radio signal due to obstacles� Often� another cell could be used to continue the
transmission and a handover request can be initiated to transfer the call� A simi�
lar feature already exists in GSM network speci	cations� Mouly and Pautet �����
p� ���� However� it is not used due to the high complexity which is required in the
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controller by the speci	cations�

Handover retry can be triggered either by a 
centralized� controller or by the hand�
set itself� without user interaction� A centralized controller which manages the retry
state is expected to be very e�cient� He can occupy resources instantaneously and
schedule the requests in an optimal order� However� the mechanism increases the
complexity of the controller and is therefore very expensive to implement� A dis�
tributed mechanism is constituted if the handsets trigger themselves the handover
retry� For instance� the handset repeats its request every k time units� with a max�
imum of K times� Now� the complexity of the call handling mechanism is partly
moved out of the controller and distributed into the handset� The e�ciency of
such a mechanism is not expected to be optimal� but as the performance analysis
in Section � will show� the mechanism improves the Quality of Service quite well�
Furthermore� this type of mechanism very cheap to implement in the handset�

��� Overview on analytical models of call handling mechanisms

An early paper on guard channels was published by Gu�erin in ����� The model
consists of guard channels and a queue of blocked fresh calls� It does not consider
any retry state space for handovers� The service of the queue is managed by a
central controller� This model was also approached� but from a more computational
point of view� by Keilson and Ibe ������ and Daigle and Jain ������ Both used a
matrix�geometric approach for the analysis�

Chang� Su� and Chiang ������ considered a more advanced guard channel model� It
comprises the guard channel mechanism and two 	nite queues for waiting fresh calls
and handovers� The model allows both types of calls to withdraw from the queues�
due to customer impatience or early leaving the handover area� respectively� The
queues are managed by a centralized scheduling scheme� i�e� a waiting request is
served as soon as a channel becomes idle� A similar model was investigated by Zeng�
Mukumoto� and Fukuda ������� However the authors do not consider the reneging
of calls due to impatience�

In contrast to the above mentioned authors� Yoon and Un ������ investigate two call
call handling mechanism which prioritize handovers but do not use guard channels�
Both models consists of a single queue for fresh calls and handovers� However�
handovers are allowed� if they can not be served immediately� to drive out fresh calls
from the head of the waiting line� The two models di�er in the handling of fresh
calls� The 	rst model considers a last�in�	rst�out �LIFO� strategy for the service of
fresh calls and the second model applies a 	rst�in�	rst�out �FIFO� scheme� Yoon
and Un ������ compare both models with a guard channel model without a waiting
room� This is in fact the classical 
trunk reservation� model�

�
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� Tra�c models for cell dimensioning

��� Single request stream model

The commonly used tra�c model for a single cell in mobile communication networks
is the 
single arrival stream� model� Handovers of on�going calls from adjacent cells
and fresh calls are assumed to arrive according to a Poisson process with rates
�H and �F� Both streams are aggregated in a single sequence of channel requests�
cf� Figure �� Again� the aggregated stream is a Poisson process with �total�

�total � �F � �H� ��

In this model� the the call duration distribution is assumed to be exponential with
mean ��� for both types of tra�c�

The major disadvantage of this tra�c model is the aggregation of all channel request
into one single stream� The model can not be used for the analysis of advanced call
handling mechanism� which distinguish between handovers and fresh calls�

Moreover� the 
single stream� model does not consider any temporal user behavior� In
overload situations� it is very likely that blocked customer repeat their call attempt
after a few seconds� Especially� since modern handsets have the capability to do
the redial by just one push of a button� The redial rate is usually one or two
magnitudes higher than the normal call arrival rate and thus the o�ered tra�c
increases extremely in a very short time scale� It is known from literature on classical
switching systems� e�g� Jonin and Sedol ������ and Macfadyen ������� that this
redial phenomenon degrades the system performance dramatically� An accurate
tra�c model has to consider this redial behavior in order to avoid the consequences
of the phenomenon during system operation�

��� Repeated attempts

An important feature of our study is a new user model which considers the im�
patience of customer and models the redial phenomenon� Therefore we adopt the
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customer behavior model which was introduced by Tran�Gia ������ The model
assumes� that every time a customer is blocked� he waits for a next attempt with
probability �� and will give up the request with the probability ����� If the customer
decides to reattempt� he will try this reattempt after an exponentially distributed
time with mean ���� � The redial probability �� is not a�ected by the number of
redial already done� In Tran�Gia ����� an e�cient recursive algorithm is given to
analyze a loss model used for a 	nite number of customers� A comprehensive surveys
on reattempt queues can be found in Falin ����� and Yang and Templeton �������
More recent articles� that speci	cally study the e�ect of repeated attempts in cellu�
lar mobile networks� are Tran�Gia and Mandjes ������ and Choi et al� ������� In
contrast to our research� these studies focus more the system degeneration e�ect of
the redial phenomenon�

� Cell con�guration

Conventional cell con�guration

The widely used cell con	guration method in cellular mobile networks is the appli�
cation of the Erlang�B�formula� e�g� Mouly and Pautet ������

PB �

�
�total

�
�n

n�

nX

k��

�
�total

�
�k

k�

� ���

The formula relates the o�ered tra�c load �total�� with the number of channels n
and the blocking probability PB for all channels requests� under the assumption that
the instants of call follow a Poisson process and the call duration is exponentially
distributed� The formula does not distinguish between fresh calls and handovers�
For cell con	guration� it is required that the blocking probability stays below a cer�
tain value� in GSM networks typically two percent� For the initial con	guration of
a cell� where measurements are not available� the o�ered load �F�� is estimated by
using the average tra�c per subscriber� measured in Erlang� the expected number of
subscribers in the cell and the mean call duration� In an operating mobile commu�
nication system like GSM� the values of �total represents the number of call attempts
during busy hour per time unit� The busy hour is de	ned as the four consecutive
��min time intervals with highest number of requests� The mean call duration is
also measured during the busy hour�

The major drawback of this con	guration method is� that it treats fresh calls and
handovers in same way� Therefore the method cannot be used for advanced call
handling mechanisms� like the two schemes presented in Section � Furthermore�
since the underlying tra�c model does not consider temporal user behavior� the
Erlang�B�formula is not even very appropriate in even determing the actual number
of required channels for conventional call handling mechanisms� To compensate the
insu�ciencies� correction factors on the o�ered tra�c �total can be applied� However�
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the determination of these factor values is still done by 
thumb rules� and therefore
the design remains very inaccurate�

Advanced cell con�guration

Advanced cell con	guration methods have to come up with the right combination
of the parameters n� g� k and K of the advanced call handling mechanisms� Fur�
thermore the con	guration method has to consider the di�erent objectives� i�e� the
both blocking probabilities� Therefore the con	guration has to make use �i� of an
accurate tra�c model� like the new one present in Section ��� and �ii� of a detailed
analytical model for the mechanisms� We present and evaluate such a model in the
next section�

� Model and performance evaluation

In this section we will 	rst describe the handling schemes that were presented in
Section � guard channels and handover retry� in mathematical terms� using the
customer model introduced in Section �� In the second subsection we show that
the network can be modeled as a continuous�time Markov chain� We conclude this
section with a graphically evaluation of the e�ciency of the advanced call handling
mechanisms�

��� Model

The analytical model of the investigated advanced call handling mechanism is shown
in Figure �� The model comprises a guard channel mechanism as well as a handover
retry� The arrival processes are assumed to be Poissonian� the interarrival times
of fresh calls and handover calls are exponentially distributed with mean ���

F
and

���
H

and the call duration � i�e� the time before a call terminated or a handover to
another cell is attempted� is exponentially distributed with mean ���� The fresh call
redial behavior is modeled in a way as proposed in Section ��� The handover retry
mechanism is similar the one presented in Section ���� Since this kind of handover
retry mechanism is notoriously di�cult to analyze� we approximate the mechanism
by one which a repeats the requests after exponentially distributed time with mean
���� � Blocked handovers enter a retry group with probability ��� where �� � k��

and �� � ��K��� This retry mechanism is parallel to fresh call redial model� The
number of handovers in the retry state B is limited� as explained in Section ����

��� Markov chain

Our model for performance analysis is the following� The state of the system is
described by the triple �X� Y� Z�� The 	rst coordinate X is the number of channels
occupied� Obviously� this number varies between � and the number of channels
available� say n� Y re�ects the number of blocked fresh calls that are redialing�
Finally� Z denotes the number of handover calls in their retry queue�

��
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Figure 	� Analytical model of a cell with user redial behavior
 guard channels and

handover retry

It is standard to derive the state equations� which give the equilibrium distribution
of the above Markov chain� Let x�i� j� k� be this long�run distribution of this Markov
chain� say P �X � i� Y � j� Z � k�� where

�i� j� k� � S �� f�� � � � � ng � f�� �� � � �g � f�� � � � � Bg�

Let x�i� j� k� � � when �i� j� k� �� S� Then the state equations are for i � �� � � � � n�
g � � �

x�i� j� k���F � �H � i�� j�� � k��� �

x�i� �� j� k���F � �H� � x�i � �� j� k��i� ����

x�i� �� j � �� k��j � ���� � x�i� �� j� k � ���k � �����

i�e�� this is the case in which every new request� a fresh call as well as a handover
is accepted� For i � fn � g� � � � � n � �g we have that only handovers are accepted
immediately for service� For i � n� g we get�

x�i� j� k���F�� � �H � i�� j��� ����� � k��� �

x�i� �� j� k���F � �H� � x�i � �� j� k��i� ����

�x�i� j � �� k��F�� � x�i� �� j � �� k��j � ���� �

x�i� j � �� k��j � ����� ����� � x�i� �� j� k � ���k � �����

For i � n� g � �� � � � � n� ��

x�i� j� k���F�� � �H � i�� j��� ����� � k��� �

��



x�i� �� j� k��H � x�i� �� j� k��i � ����

x�i� j � �� k��F�� � x�i� j � �� k��j � ����� ����� �

x�i� �� j� k � ���k � �����

For i � n� we have that arriving calls of both types cannot be accepted immediately�

x�i� j� k���F�� � �H�� � i�� j��� ����� � k��� ����� �

x�i� �� j� k��H � x�i� j � �� k��F�� �

x�i� j� k � ���H�� � x�i� j � �� k��j � ����� ����� �

x�i� j� k � ���k � ����� ����� � x�i� �� j� k � ���k � �����

Analogously to the results in Tran�Gia and Mandjes ������� the fresh call blocking
probability and handover blocking probability can be given in terms of the equi�
librium distribution x�i� j� k�� The fresh call blocking probability equals the mean
number of blocked fresh calls� i�e� the fresh calls that leave the system before getting
a connection per unit time� divided by the mean number of arriving fresh calls per
unit time�

PBF �

P
j�k���� ����F � j��� ������x�n� j� k�

�F

�

In the same manner� we get for the handover blocking probability�

PBH �

P
j�k���� ����H � k��� �������x�n� �� j� k� � x�n� j� k��

�H

�

To evaluate these performance measures� of course the distribution x�i� j� k� must be
known� Some comments on how to 	nd this distribution� are provided in the next
subsection�

��� Evaluation

In this section we will graphically evaluate the mechanisms described in the previous
sections� As parameters we chose� the call termination rate � � ���� sec�� and
the number of channels n � ��� The 
tra�c mix�� that is the ratio of the mean num�
ber of fresh call requests per unit time and the mean number of handover attempts�
is �F��H � �� We consider the performance for di�erent values of the o�ered load
� � ��F � �H��n�� by varying �F and keeping the tra�c mix �F��H constant�

For the evaluation of call handling mechanism� we focus on the three performance
measures� as de	ned in Section ���� the fresh call blocking probability PBF� cf� Fig�
ure �� the handover blocking probability PBH� cf� Figure �� and the cost function C�
cf� Figure ��� with � � �����

C �
PBF � ��PBH

��
� ���

We will subsequently consider four analytical models of call handling mechanisms�
coming closer and closer to the model proposed in this study�
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Figure �� Fresh call blocking propability
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Figure �� Handover blocking propability

ERL This is the model without guard channels and handover retry� in which the
blocked fresh calls are not supposed to redial� This model is a special case of the
model presented in this section� Here the parameters are� g � �� �� � �� � ��
The probabilities are calculated by the well�known explicit Erlang�B formula�
see Section ��

F The second model is the model without any advanced call handling mechanism�
neither guard channels nor handover retry� but with redialing of blocked fresh
calls� We take �� � ��� and �� � ����� That means that on average four fresh
call redials are done with �� seconds in between� The curve with redialing of
fresh calls �F� shows that it is very dangerous to neglect the e�ect of redialing
blocked fresh calls� the handover blocking probabilities are considerably larger
than on �ERL�� On the other hand� of course� fresh call blocking will occur
more rarely� However� since the 	rst e�ect has more impact on the cost function
than the second one� the cost function increases increases due to the redialing�
The calculations of �F� are done with a recursive algorithm similar to the one
presented in Tran�Gia ������

FG Two mechanisms were designed to prioritize handovers� as explained in sec�
tion � The 	rst is to add guard channels �FG� to our model with redialing
blocked fresh calls �F�� We took g � �� The corresponding calculations are
done with an algorithm described by Tran�Gia and Mandjes ������� We see
that indeed handover blocking rates� and the cost function as well� decrease�

FGH The second call handling mechanism is the mobile unit triggered retry of
blocked handovers� The model that we get is the one shown in Figure ��
Here� we choose as the number of guard channels g � �� Furthermore� we
took �� � � and �� � ����� This selection means� that on average a handover
repeats its request four times� each after one second� The maximum allowed
number of calls being in the retry state� B� is two� The curves �FGH� show the
e�ect of the implementation of this mechanism� in addition to the guard chan�
nel� in the model with redialing blocked fresh calls� These results were found
by solving the balance equations of the Markov chain of the comprehensive
model described in Subsection ���� We see that the fresh call blocking prob�
ability stays on the same level� whereas the handover blocking rate and cost
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function C decreases� but not as much as by introducing the guard channel�

The number of guard channels

Up till now� we considered only models with a single guard channel� Of course� it
is interesting to see the e�ect is of multiple guard channels� It is clear that� by
increasing the number of guard channels g� the handover blocking probability PBF

will increase� whereas the fresh call blocking probability PBH decreases� Since the
cost function C incorporates both� it is not obvious what is the optimal number of
guard channels in order to minimize C� Therefore� in Figure �� we consider the
performance of the �FGH� model for di�erent numbers of guard channels� We see
that the largest gain is achieved by introducing one guard channel� Using two guard
channels instead of one means� for small values of the o�ered tra�c� even a cost
function degradation� Of course� this picture depends heavily on the choice of � in
the de	nition of the cost function� but as a general guideline our analysis shows that
mostly one or at most two guard channels are optimal�

� Conclusion

The performance of call handling mechanisms in cellular networks depends mainly
on three factors� �i� the call handling scheme� �ii� the user behavior and �iii� the
proper tra�c con	guration of the cell� To address the 	rst factor� we investigated
two advanced call handling schemes� that prioritize handover calls in order to en�
hance the Quality of Service� guard channels and handover retry� As expected and
already discussed in the literature� cf� Gu�erin ������� the guard channel mechanism
improves strongly the performance of the system� Furthermore our research indicate
that it is mostly not necessary to take more than one guard channel� An additional
performance improvement can be obtained by using a handover retry mechanisms�
The attractive feature of the mechanism� we proposed in our study� is that it is
organized in a distributed manner� and therefore does not increase the system com�
plexity� In order to implement this mechanism� only a timer and a counter have to
be added in the handsets� The mechanism does not require the controller to record

��



a centralized queue�

To address the second factor� the temporal user behavior� we presented a simple but
e�cient model that can be used to capture the phenomenon of repeated attempts
of blocked calls� As discussed in the evaluation of the mechanisms� in order to guar�
antee the desired blocking rate for handovers� it is dangerous to neglect the redial
behavior of mobile subscriber� as seen from the 	gures in Section ��

Both adaptations� advanced call handling schemes and improved user modeling� can
be used to obtain a more accurate con	guration method of the cells in mobile net�
works� We showed that such a system can be modeled as a continuous�time Markov
chain and that the solution of its balance equations is mathematically tractable� For
di�erent scenarios of the parameters� i�e� number of channels n� number of guard
channels g� the probability of a next retry of a blocked handover �� and the mean
time until the next retry ���� � the relevant performance measures can be easily calcu�
lated� A network designer can thus select them such that all service criteria� i�e� the
blocking probabilities of fresh calls and handovers as well as the cost function� are
kept below a certain predetermined value� The new con	guration method increases
the e�ciency of the cellular system even in high load situations�
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